
Bottle, grain, and water dispensing wagons are used daily to deliver fresh feed and water to 
young calves. Workers riding on these wagons must understand how to safely perform these tasks. 
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☑  Safely hold on when you are riding on a dispensing wagon.
☑  Equipment operators must always remain alert and maintain a safe speed.
☑  Use caution when handling the bottle table of the bottle wagon.

2    O B J E C T I V E
To prepare dairy workers to safely work around 
feed dispensing wagons used to feed calves

5    K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

3    D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
1.  How do you remain safely on board a dispensing wagon? 
2. What are safe practices for equipment operators to follow when 
    pulling a wagon? 

4    T R A I N I N G  P O I N T S
Always maintain solid contact when riding on dispensing wagons.
 3 points of contact is always best
Never use your phone while riding wagons.
Do not get on or o� while the wagon is in motion. 
Do not hang or drag your feet while riding a wagon.
Equipment operators should always maintain a safe speed when pulling dispensing wagons.
 Do your best to avoid bumps, holes, and obstacles in your path 
 Avoid sudden changes in speed or direction
 Drive around all corners slowly
 Use proper driving techniques in di�erent weather conditions
 Fully loaded vehicles are more di�cult to control 
 Only the driver should ride the tractor pulling the wagon
Use extreme caution when cleaning bottles. 
 Maneuvering the bottle table can be dangerous when done incorrectly. Ask your supervisor to show 
 you the proper steps for operating your specific bottle wagon.
 Beware of hot water and chemicals used to sanitize bottles—wear appropriate PPE
When walking alongside a moving wagon
 Remain alert
 Maintain communication with the driver
 Never stand between the moving tractor and trailer
 Stay away from the wheels

WAGON SAFETY


